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ABSTRACT
In the 21st century, manufacturers face an increasingly uncertain external environment with the cumulative effect of changes in customer requirements, global competition, and technological advancement. Thus, in addition to quality, cost and time, flexibility has become an important competitive weapon for manufacturing companies. In the manufacturing flexibility field, understanding, classifying and measuring manufacturing flexibility is very important to researchers and practitioners alike as the concepts, as expressed in the literature, are at best vague and at worst, confusing. This paper reviews the definition, classification, and measurement of manufacturing flexibility and in so doing attempts to identify the most appropriate definitions, classifications and measurements that can be used in a study concerned with manufacturing flexibility management. The selection process consists of the synthesis and critical evaluation of the concepts put forward in the extant literature. As a consequence of this process four primary flexibility dimensions are identified: volume, variety, process, and material handling. In addition two lower order attributes of flexibility are identified as providing the most likely means of measuring manufacturing flexibility: the number or range of options at a given time, and the mobility or the ease with which an organisation moves from one state to another.
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INTRODUCTION
In the 21st century, manufacturers are facing an increasingly uncertain external environment with a cumulative effect of changes in customer requirements, global competition, and technological advancement. As a consequence, flexibility is now regarded by most manufacturing organisations as one of their most important competitive weapons, besides quality, cost and time.

Understanding the definition, classification and measurement of manufacturing flexibility is very important to researchers and practitioners in manufacturing management. The ambiguities and inconsistencies in the concept of manufacturing flexibility make the understanding of the subject difficult. Thus it has been suggested that the management of manufacturing flexibility could be understood, measured and managed better if the vagueness that surrounds it was removed, and researchers and practitioners had a framework which clarified the issues (Upton, 1994). This might include the basic structures for defining, characterising and measuring flexibility.

In the following sections this paper will identify the main issues concerning researchers and practitioners with particular emphasis on defining, classifying and measuring flexibility. Through a process of synthesis and a critical evaluation of the published literature, the principal flexibility dimensions required to conduct research in manufacturing flexibility management will be identified and defined, as will the most likely means of measuring them.

DEFINING MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY
There have been many definitions for the term manufacturing flexibility. The flexibility concept can be translated into the production context as ‘the ability to take up different positions’, or alternatively, ‘the ability to adopt a range of states’ (Slack, 1983, p. 7). Gupta and Goyal (1989, p. 120) use the definition of “the ability of a manufacturing system to cope with changing circumstances or instability caused by the environment”, whilst, manufacturing flexibility is defined by Upton (1994, p. 73) as “the ability to change or react with little penalty in time, effort, cost, or performance”.

Looking to more recent definitions, among others, Swamidass (2000, p. 399) offers a definition of manufacturing flexibility as “the capacity of a manufacturing system to adapt successfully to changing environmental conditions as well as changing product and process requirements”.

Zhang et al. (2003, p. 178) regard manufacturing flexibility as “the ability of the organisation to manage production resource and uncertainty to meet various customer requests”.

The above definitions emphasise some important points. First, flexibility is used to accommodate uncertainty, usually in the form of changes emanating from both the internal and external environment, e.g. changes in product design or customer requirements. Second, flexibility refers to the capability of a manufacturing system to manage its resources in order to adapt successfully to these changes. Therefore, manufacturing flexibility could be defined as: the ability of manufacturing organisations to manage their resources in order to cope with environmental uncertainties, and to be able to produce variability in product outputs.

There are also some manufacturing concepts that are similar to flexibility. However, whilst they are not mutually exclusive concepts, they do differ in a number of important aspects. Spring and Dalrymple (2000) review the literature covering manufacturing strategy, flexibility and agile manufacturing concepts. Consequentially, they make the following distinction between each concept:

- **Flexibility** - the capacity to deploy or re-deploy production resources efficiently as required by changes in the environment.
- **Total flexibility** - the ability to deliver high-quality product tailored to each customer at mass-production prices.
- **Agility** - the ability to alter any aspect of the manufacturing enterprise in response to changing market demands.
- **Flexibility/agility** - an ability to adapt rapidly and with constant coordination in an environment of constant and rapid change.

Baker (1996) explains the real difference between flexibility and agility, i.e. the level of application of the concept. According to him, whilst agility places greater focus on the strategic levels, flexibility is usually associated with the operational level. Moreover, agility implies both range and response dimensions (concepts discussed later), whilst flexibility can be one or the other, or both. Flexible operations are needed in order to provide agility at the organisational and business network levels (Baker, 1996).
MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY CONSTRUCTS

Many studies have been undertaken with the aim of extending our understanding of the nature of flexibility and its measurement. Beach et al. (2000) provide an extensive review of the literature in this area, examining many of the issues surrounding the concept of manufacturing flexibility, including the taxonomies used and the means of measuring flexibility.

To date, there is no consensus regarding the classifications and definition of flexibility and its constituent elements. Those developed by Slack (1983), Browne et al. (1984), Gerwin (1987), Sethi and Sethi (1990), and Hyun and Ahn (1992) show there are many that are not unique and sometimes show redundancy. The lack of a homogeneous view of manufacturing flexibility, and the lack of consensus on the terms used to describe it, complicate our understanding of the different notions of manufacturing flexibility and their measurement (Swamidass, 1988). Furthermore, researchers have still to reach an agreement on the definitions used to describe some of the most basic terms.

A case in point is the term used to describe the constituent elements of flexibility. These have been described variously as flexibility ‘types’, ‘dimensions’, and ‘kinds’. Taking into consideration this difficulty, Ramasesh (2000) has suggested that a distinction be made between manufacturing flexibility types and manufacturing flexibility dimensions, thus: “manufacturing flexibility types”, refers to a few aggregate broader concepts or the aggregate notions of manufacturing flexibility. Whereas “manufacturing flexibility dimensions” applies to a large number of specific, more narrowly defined types of flexibility, or the specific attributes or constituent notions of manufacturing flexibility. For the purpose of clarity, the above definition will be adopted throughout this paper. However, the reader should be aware that many of the researchers cited herein may have used a different nomenclature when describing their own work.

Among the earliest flexibility classification systems is the one suggested by Browne et al. (1984). In the early 1980s many new manufacturing facilities were labelled Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) and as a consequence, some confusion emerged about what constituted a FMS. To overcome this, Browne et al. (1984) developed a taxonomy that defined and described eight dimensions of flexibilities. These are: machine, process, product, routing, volume, expansion, operation, and production flexibility. This classification has been used extensively by other researchers, such as Sethi and Sethi (1990). Indeed, Gupta and Goyal (1989) found the categories proposed by Browne et al. to represent “the most comprehensive” classification.

Slack (1983) describes the concept of manufacturing flexibility as an operation’s ability to take up different positions or to adopt a range of states, and the ease with which a system moves from one state to another, in terms of time and cost. Building on this reasoning, he proposed that manufacturing flexibility dimensions could be further divided into three lower order attributes: the range of states a system could adopt, the cost of making the change, and the time necessary for the change. Manufacturing flexibility, according to him, has five dimensions: product, product mix, quality level, volume, and delivery. Later, Slack (1987) sought managers’ views on manufacturing flexibility at the total manufacturing level. The empirical evidence showed that all the identified dimensions of flexibility were important, except for quality. The quality dimension was subsequently eliminated due to lack of support amongst the sample for the notion that companies might want to vary the quality of their products.

Hyun and Ahn (1992) classify the various dimensions of manufacturing flexibility according to three perspectives: the system view, the environment-associated view, and the decision-hierarchy view. The first corresponds to the organisational structure of a firm, characterised by its functional flexibilities, i.e. machine, routing, control and worker flexibility. The second relates to characteristics of internal and external environments surrounding manufacturing activities. Flexibility dimensions under this category are expansion, product, mix, volume and programme. The third refers to the decision hierarchy, and has three main dimensions: long-term, mid-term and short-term.

One of the most widely accepted classification systems was developed by Sethi and Sethi (1990). This surveys the literature on manufacturing flexibility over the previous 10 to 20 years and through reasoned argument identifies eleven dimensions of manufacturing flexibility as well as the means of measuring and evaluating them. Interestingly, the eleven dimensions are developed from the eight original dimensions of Browne et al. (1984), the additional three dimensions that emerged from their synthesis of the literature were: material handling, programme, and market flexibility.
More recently, D’Souza and William (2000) have attempted to develop a generally acceptable taxonomy of the manufacturing flexibility construct. Their study is based on the taxonomy built by Sethi and Sethi (1990), Gupta and Somers (1992) and Gerwin (1993). A sample of manufacturing companies was used to identify the operational measures of manufacturing flexibility. The results provide support for the proposed taxonomy. Two generalised categories of manufacturing flexibility emerge as externally and internally driven. The externally driven manufacturing flexibility dimensions are volume and variety flexibility, while the internally driven manufacturing flexibility dimensions are process and material handling flexibility.

Having various dimensions of manufacturing flexibility, a manufacturing company must identify the dimension(s) it most needs (Adler, 1988; Gerwin, 1993; Upton, 1995b). Furthermore, a comparison of the specific aspects of flexibility that are leveraged and emphasised is also thought to be necessary (Koste and Malhotra, 2000) as trade-offs may occur between the different dimensions. Indeed, relationships are thought to exist among the various flexibility dimensions, e.g. between machine and process flexibility (Boyer and Leong, 1996). Furthermore, certain flexibility dimensions have been found to be more important than the others; specifically, machine, labour, mix, new product and modification (Abdel-Malek et al., 2000; Braglia and Petroni, 2000; Koste and Malhotra, 2000).

MEASURING MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY

One area in manufacturing flexibility where researchers have experienced particular difficulties is in evaluating and measuring flexibility. The cause of the difficulties are said to be due to a number of factors (Slack, 1983; Upton, 1995; Narain et al., 2000): manufacturing flexibility is a measure of potential rather than actual performance; the concept lacks a coherent and detailed classification and is multidimensional in nature.

Difficulties encountered in measuring manufacturing flexibility are fundamentally based on the fact that the measurement must depend on factors such as the degree of uncertainty in the environment, management objectives, and machine capabilities (Gupta, 1993). From consideration of these nebulous factors it is clear why researchers have experienced some difficulty in defining the manufacturing flexibility concept and why measuring manufacturing flexibility as proved so problematic.

Research into the measurement of manufacturing flexibility can be classified according to the ways researchers have defined flexibility, and the approaches used in measuring it (Gupta and Goyal, 1989). These approaches are based on economic consequences, performance criteria, multi-dimensional approach, petri-nets approach, decision theory approach, and information theory approach.

It is quite possible that the difficulties of measuring flexibility are being exacerbated by the multifarious ways in which the subject is being approached. Therefore, Gupta and Somers (1992) have beseeched researchers and practitioners to choose a standard measurement. The measurement should be adequately reliable and valid, in order to bridge the gap between theory and empirical observation (Vokurka and O'Leary, 2000). Gupta and Somers (1992) review the literature, particularly on manufacturing flexibility measurement, and develop an instrument for measuring and analysing manufacturing flexibility. They use empirical evidence to associate measurement items with specific underlying dimensions of manufacturing flexibility.

The measurement of manufacturing flexibility in the extant literature can be classified according to three attributes. First, the number of options or range at a given time (Slack, 1983; Gerwin, 1993; Upton, 1994; Koste and Malhotra, 1999). Second, the mobility or the ease with which the organisation moves from one state to another (Slack, 1983; Upton, 1994; Koste and Malhotra, 1999). The mobility attribute uses both the time and cost of making changes as an assessment because of the interrelatedness of these two elements. Third, the uniformity or the similarity of performance outcomes within the range (Upton, 1994; Koste and Malhotra, 1999).

These attributes were suggested instead of other indicators based on physical units, because of the lack of agreement on the relationships between dimensions and higher order types, and the inconsistency in approach. According to Gerwin (1993), the most common measurement approach in practice is to count the number of options at a given time. This approach actually represents the ability to take up different positions in the production context (Slack, 1983). Thus, one production system is more flexible than another if it is capable, for example, of producing a wide range of products. This also reflects the range in which the production resource can be managed to meet various customer requests. The production...
resource might involve, for example, workforce, machines, and technology.

Regarding the second attribute (mobility), cost and time are popular measurements for flexibility, as they are in other organisational performances contexts. A production system which moves smoothly, quickly and cheaply from one state to another should be considered more flexible than a system which achieves the same change, but at greater cost or time (Slack, 1983). Cost and time also can be regarded as the resistance elements of flexibility (Slack, 1987). They constrain the response of the system to move from one state to another, and manifest the difficulty of making a change.

Since the third attribute (uniformity) represents the consistency of performance measurement, it can be assessed through efficiency, productivity, quality, and processing times (Koste and Malhotra, 1999). They suggest that a less flexible manufacturing system will exhibit peaks in performance outcomes, whereas a flexible manufacturing system is one in which such a performance measure is invariant with the position it occupies within the range (Upton, 1994).

SELECTING THE STUDY DIMENSIONS AND ATTRIBUTES

The selection of the manufacturing flexibility dimensions and attributes to be used in this study involved reviewing the dimensions identified in the most recent research on manufacturing flexibility and a construct developed from what has been considered to be the most comprehensive synthesis of manufacturing flexibility.

To select the flexibility dimensions, the recent work involving empirical research into manufacturing flexibility found in the literature was analysed (D’Souza and Williams, 2000; Koste and Malhotra, 2000; Jack and Raturi, 2002; Petroni and Bevilacqua, 2002; Zhang et al., 2003). The flexibility dimensions and the rationale behind their selection are as shown in Table 1.

Four dimensions of flexibility: volume, variety, process, and material handling flexibility, appear to be particularly popular dimensions. According to D’Souza and Williams (2000), they are a parsimonious set of primary dimensions for manufacturing flexibility. Indeed, one of the dimensions, i.e. volume flexibility, is considered to be a key contributor to an organisation’s competitive strategy (Jack and Raturi, 2002).

These four dimensions were also among the flexibility dimensions proposed by researchers, as discussed in the previous section. The operationalisation for these four dimensions has been developed by D’Souza and Williams (2000). As the starting point they used Gerwin’s (1993) taxonomy to define the flexibility dimensions. For the flexibility measurement, they used Gupta and Somers’ (1992) work. Table 2 outlines the flexibility dimensions and their associated uncertainty, as suggested by Gerwin (1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Flexibility dimensions</th>
<th>Reasons for choosing dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D’Souza and Williams (2000)</td>
<td>Volume, variety, process, and material handling</td>
<td>Parsimonious set of primary dimensions for manufacturing flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koste and Malhotra (2000)</td>
<td>Machine, labour, mix, new product, and modification</td>
<td>Chosen for two primary reasons. First, flexibility dimensions frequently discussed in flexibility research. Second, appear to be most relevant to automotive industry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The flexibility dimensions suggested by Gerwin (1993) are: mix, modification, volume, changeover, rerouting, material flexibility, and flexibility responsiveness. Mix, modification, and volume flexibility are externally driven. The uncertainty associated with these dimensions is either from market and customer demand, in terms of product variety, product innovation and product quantity. Changeover, rerouting, and material are internally driven. The uncertainty associated with these dimensions is either from the production input or production environment, in terms of product specification, machine downtime and material characteristics.

The comparison between Gerwin's original dimensions and the D'Souza and Williams' (2000) new dimensions is presented in Table 3. The rationale behind the changes proposed by D'Souza and Williams (2000) is explained below.

According to D'Souza and Williams (2000), the mix and modification flexibility dimensions represent two perspectives on an underlying dimension that represents ‘variety’ of new and existing products that a manufacturing system can produce. In addition, changeover and rerouting flexibility reflect characteristics of the manufacturing ‘process’ itself, and are seen to represent a broader dimension of process flexibility. Regarding flexibility responsiveness, they recommend that this dimension be considered an element or sub-dimension of all manufacturing flexibility dimensions.

Therefore, they suggest that while the flexibility responsiveness dimension is embedded in the other six dimensions, these six can be parsimoniously represented on four dimensions: volume, variety, process, and materials handling flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of uncertainty</th>
<th>Flexibility dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market acceptance of kinds of products</td>
<td>Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of product life cycles</td>
<td>Modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate product demand</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific product characteristics</td>
<td>Changeover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine downtime</td>
<td>Rerouting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of materials</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the above uncertainties</td>
<td>Flexibility responsiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Gerwin (1993)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>Mix, Modification</td>
<td>Represent ‘variety’ of new and existing products that manufacturing system can produce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Changeover, Rerouting</td>
<td>Reflect characteristics of manufacturing ‘process’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials handling</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: D'Souza and Williams (2000)
Additionally, Sethi and Sethi (1990) had previously suggested that certain relationships might exist between various flexibilities dimensions (Figure 1). The construct indicates that ‘component’ flexibilities might contribute to the ‘system’ flexibilities, which in turn may influence the ‘aggregate’ flexibilities. In this construct, material handling, process, and volume flexibility can be seen to be either components or system flexibilities, in our view, representing ‘primary’ dimensions. Product flexibility in Sethi and Sethi’s (1990) construct refers to variety flexibility. This definition is also consistent with Gerwin’s (1987) and Gerwin’s (1993) mix flexibility. Product flexibility is also classified in Sethi and Sethi’s (1990) construct as a ‘system’ flexibility.

Therefore, the four flexibility dimensions of volume, variety, process and material handling flexibility are either component flexibilities or system flexibilities and thus represent a set of ‘primary’ dimensions, rather than aggregated flexibility or ‘secondary’ dimensions. At the level of the manufacturing function it is important for the study to focus on primary dimensions and not cloud the analysis with overlapping secondary dimensions (D’Souza and Williams, 2000). Thus the selection of the four manufacturing flexibility dimensions for this study is based on four justifications:

- They are a parsimonious set of primary dimensions for manufacturing flexibility (D’Souza and Williams, 2000).
- Process and material handling flexibility represent an internally driven flexible manufacturing capability.
- Volume and variety flexibility represent an externally driven flexible manufacturing capability.
- They are the dimensions most frequently discussed in the extant literature concerned with flexibility research.

Two attributes have been emphasised as the basis of measuring manufacturing flexibility. The first is the number of range or options at a given time, and the second is the mobility or the ease with which the organisation moves from one state to another.

These attributes were chosen because they represented the most common measurement approach used in practice. In the following section we consider Gupta and Somers’ (1992) review of the literature on manufacturing flexibility and identify the most suitable means of measuring these two attributes for each of the flexibility dimensions selected for this study.

**FIGURE 1: LINKAGES BETWEEN FLEXIBILITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLEXIBILITIES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component or basic</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE**

- Machine
- Material Handling
- Operation
- Process
- Routing
- Product
- Volume
- Expansion
- Programme
- Production
- Market

**MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY**

Source: Sethi and Sethi (1990)
THE DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE STUDY DIMENSIONS
The definition and measurement of the four flexibility dimensions: volume, variety, process, and material handling flexibility will be discussed here.

Volume flexibility
This dimension of flexibility is defined as the ability of the manufacturing system to change the volume or output of a manufacturing process (Sethi and Sethi, 1990). This ability is related to the ability to increase and decrease production to satisfy upward and downward changes in demand required by customers (Gerwin, 1993). The range element of volume flexibility might be assessed by the range of the production volume in which the firm can run profitably (Sethi and Sethi, 1990). The mobility element can be assessed by the cost of doubling the output of the system (Carter, 1986), or by the time required to increase or decrease the production volume (Sethi and Sethi, 1990).

Variety flexibility
This is the ability of the manufacturing system to produce many different products simultaneously and to incorporate new designs as needed. Variety flexibility represents mix flexibility and modification flexibility in Gerwin's (1993) taxonomy. While mix flexibility is the ability of the system to produce many different products during the same planning period, modification flexibility is the ability of the system to incorporate design changes into a specific amount (Gerwin, 1993). Other researchers, such as Browne et al. (1984), Sethi and Sethi (1990), and Upton (1994), regard variety flexibility in other terms, i.e. product flexibility, is defined as the ability to change over to produce new products.

This dimension of flexibility is related to the ability to offer varieties of products to customers in order to meet market requirements and to provide product innovation in encountering the length of product life cycles (Gerwin, 1993). Product flexibility is the most important dimension of flexibility according to a survey of managers from a wide variety of industries carried out by Abdel-Malek et al. (2000) due to its contribution to the achievement of product diversification and family marketing strategy.

To measure the range element of variety flexibility in terms of introducing new products, Chatterjee et al. (1984) suggest the use of the size of the universe of parts the manufacturing system is capable of producing without adding major capital equipment. On the other hand, Gerwin (1987) suggests the use of the number of different part types that the system can produce without major set-ups. In terms of producing various types of products, Jaikumar (1984) recommends the use of the number of new parts introduced per year. Regarding the mobility element of variety flexibility, the time and cost required to introduce new products might measure this (Sethi and Sethi, 1990).

Process flexibility
This is the ability of the manufacturing system to adapt to changes in the production process. Examples of changes in the production process are machine breakdowns, changes in the production schedules, and changes in the sequence of steps through which the product must progress. This definition suggests that in order to adapt to these changes, there should be alternative routes to produce a part through the system.

Process flexibility is comprised of changeover flexibility and rerouting flexibility in Gerwin's (1993) taxonomy. Changeover flexibility is the ability of the system to adapt to changes in the production process, while rerouting flexibility might be defined as the ability to change the sequence of steps in the production process through which the product must progress Gerwin (1987).

This dimension of flexibility, according to Browne et al. (1984), Sethi and Sethi (1990), and Sarker et al. (1994), refers to the ability to produce a set of part types using several ways. Process flexibility is associated with the ability to produce items according to product specification required by customers, and to ensure product availability at the time it is required by customers, regardless of disruptions and changes in the production process.

The average number of possible ways in which a part type can be processed in the given system is one way to measure the range element of process flexibility (Chatterjee et al., 1984). On the other hand, according to Browne et al. (1984), the cost and time required to switch from one part mix to another might provide the mobility element of process flexibility.

Material handling flexibility
Material handling flexibility is the ability of the material handling system to transport different materials between various processing centres over multiple paths (Sethi and Sethi, 1990). The larger the material handling flexibility, the better the machines can be supplied with materials, thus the
flexibility of the machines, and consequently the flexibility of the processes are not hindered by the limitations of the material handling system (Tempelmeier and Kuhn, 1993).

The way the material handling system is designed by linking every machine with every other machine might provide the assessment of the range element of material handling flexibility (Chatterjee et al., 1984). Sethi and Sethi (1990) suggest the ratio of the number of paths the material handling system can support to the total number of paths possible. Zhang et al. (2003) suggest the mobility element related to material handling flexibility could be measured by considering the cost and time required to change the material handling system between parts.

The definition and proposed means of measurement for these four flexibility dimensions are summarised in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

### TABLE 4: DEFINITION OF FLEXIBILITY DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexibility Dimension</th>
<th>Flexibility Definition</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Ability of manufacturing system to change volume or output of manufacturing process</td>
<td>Gerwin (1987), Sethi and Sethi (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>Ability of manufacturing system to produce many different products simultaneously and to incorporate new design</td>
<td>Browne et al. (1984), Gerwin (1987), Sethi and Sethi (1990), Upton (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Ability of manufacturing system to adapt to changes in production process including to change sequence of steps through which product must progress</td>
<td>Gerwin (1987), Sethi and Sethi (1990), Sarker et al. (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials handling</td>
<td>Ability of material handling system to transport different materials between various processing centres over multiple paths</td>
<td>Sethi and Sethi (1990)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS

There can be no doubt that manufacturing flexibility is a complex, multidimensional concept that has evolved over the years. Many studies have been conducted in this area, mainly in addressing the theory and practice of manufacturing flexibility management and its measurement, yet agreement on these issues remains elusive. Nevertheless, while there is no consensus about the classification and measurement of flexibility and its constituent elements, it is important from a research perspective to adopt a flexibility construct prior to study in order to remove the ambiguities and inconsistencies that currently surround the concept of manufacturing flexibility.

The four flexibility dimensions selected for this study of manufacturing flexibility management are: volume, variety, process, and material handling.
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03/23 – Scott R Colwell & Sandra Hogarth-Scott
The Effect of Consumer Perception of Service Provider Opportunity on Relationship Continuance Behaviour: An Empirical Study in Financial Services

03/24 – David Spicer & Eugene Sadler-Smith
Networks, Collaboration and the Internationalisation of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises: An Interdisciplinary Perspective on the Network Approach – Part 1

03/25 – Professor Andrew Taylor
Computer-Mediated Knowledge Sharing and Individual User Difference: An Exploratory Study

03/26 – Professor W A Taylor
The Impact of Approaches to Learning and Cognition on Academic Performance in Business and Management

03/27 – Donal Flynn & Zahid I Hussain
UK Interim Financial Reports: Evidence from the Investment Analysis

03/28 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Social Construction of Destination Image – A New Zealand Film Example

03/29 – Edmund R Gray & John M T Balmer
The Four-Paradigm Theory of Information Systems Development

03/30 – Zahid Hussain & Peter Proud
Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) as Means of Fulfilling Job Roles More Professionally for Human Resource (HR) Managers

03/31 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Social Construction of Destination Image – A New Zealand Film Example

03/32 – Stephanie Hussels, Damian Ward & Ralf Zurbruegg
How Do You Stimulate Demand For Insurance?

03/33 – Donal Flynn & Zahid I Hussain
UK Interim Financial Reports: Evidence from the Investment Analysis

03/34 – Donal Flynn & Zahid I Hussain
UK Interim Financial Reports: Evidence from the Investment Analysis

03/35 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Social Construction of Destination Image – A New Zealand Film Example

03/36 – Dr Al-Nofal A, Professor Zairi M & Dr Ahmed A M
Getting In The Mind Of The Customer: An Empirical Study of Consumer Behaviour in Retailing

03/37 – Dr Al-Nofal A, Professor Zairi M & Dr Ahmed A M
Getting In The Mind Of The Customer: An Empirical Study of Consumer Behaviour in Retailing

03/38 – Dr Al-Nofal A, Professor Zairi M & Dr Ahmed A M
Getting In The Mind Of The Customer: An Empirical Study of Consumer Behaviour in Retailing

03/39 – Dr Al-Nofal A, Professor Zairi M & Dr Ahmed A M
Getting In The Mind Of The Customer: An Empirical Study of Consumer Behaviour in Retailing

03/40 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Corporate Branding Triumvirate: Values, Promise and Behaviour?

03/41 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Corporate Branding Triumvirate: Values, Promise and Behaviour?

03/42 – Professor John M T Balmer
The Corporate Branding Triumvirate: Values, Promise and Behaviour?
02/02 – Riyadh Eld, Myfarwey Truemman & Abdel Moniem Ahmed
The Influence of Critical Success Factors on International Internet Marketing

02/01 – Niran Hasnai
The Impact of Distance Sensitivity and Economics of Scale on the Output and Exports of Israel and its Arab Neighbours

2001

01/18 – Christopher M Dent
Transnational Capital, the State and Foreign Economic Policy: Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan

01/17 – David P Spencer & Eugene Sadler-Smith
The General Decision Making Style Questionnaire: A Confirmatory Analysis

01/16 – David P Spencer
Expanding Experimental Learning: Linking Individual and Organisational Learning: Mental Models and Cognitive Style

01/15 – E Grey & J Balmer
Ethical Identity: What is it? What of it?

01/14 – Mike Tylers & Colin Drury
Autopsy of a Stalling ABC System: A Case Study of Activity Based Cost Management and Performance Improvement

01/13 – N Esho, R Zurtnuegg, A Krienesky & D Ward
Law and the Dominants of International Insurance Consumption

01/12 – J Andrews Coutts & Kwang C Cheug

01/11 – D McKechne & S Hogarth-Scott
Linking Internal Service Encounters and Internal Transactions: Unravelling Internal Marketing Contract Workers

01/10 – M Webster & D M Sugden
Operations Strategies for the Exploitation of Protected Technology: Virtual Manufacture as an Alternative to Outward Licensing

01/09 – Avielle Giroud
Buyer-Supplier Transfer and Country of Origin: An Empirical Analysis of FDI in Malaysia

01/08 – Damian Ward
Do Independent Agents Reduce Life Insurance Companies’ Free Cash Flow?

01/07 – Daragh O’Reilly
Corporate Images in ‘Jerry Maguire: A Semiotic Analysis

01/06 – Tony Lindley & Daragh O’Reilly
Brand Identity on the Arts Sector

01/05 – M Truemman, J Balmer & D O’Reilly
Desperate Dome, Desperate Measures! Managing Innovation at London’s Millennium Dome

01/04 – M Truemman, M Klemm, A Giroud & T Lindley
 Bradford in the Premier League? A Multidisciplinary Approach to Branding and Re-positioning a City

01/03 – A Harzing
Self Perpetuating Myths and Chinese Whispers

01/02 – M Webster
Supply Systems Structure, Management and Performance: A Research Agenda

01/01 – A Harzing
Acquisitions Versus Greenfield Investments: Exploring the Impact of the MNC’s International Strategy

2000

0031 – John Ritchie & Sue Richardson
Leadership and Misleadership in Smaller Business Governance

0030 – Mary Klemm
Tourism and Ethnic Minorities in Bradford: Concepts and Evidence

0029 – (not available)

0028 – (not available)

0027 – Avielle Giroud
Determinant Factors of the Degree of Supply-Related Technology Transfer: A Comparative Analysis Between Asian Affiliates

0026 – A Cullen, M Webster & A Muilemann
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems: Definitions, Functionality and the Contribution to Global Operations

0025 – B Chennoufi & M Klemm
Managing Cultural Differences in a Global Environment

0024 – (not available)

0023 – Simon Best & Devashish Pujari
Internet Marketing Effectiveness: An Exploratory Examination in Tourism Industry

0022 – Dr Myfarwey Truemman
Divided Views, Divided Loyalties: Changing Customer Perceptions by Design

0021 – Yasar Jarrar
Becoming World Class Through a Culture of Measurement

0020 – David Spicer & Eugene Sadler-Smith
Cognitive Style & Decision Making

0019 – Z J Radnor & R Boaden
A Test for Corporate Anorexia

0018 – (not available)

0017 – Peter Prowse
Public Service Union Recruitment Workplace Recovery or Stagnation in a Public Services Union? Evidence From a Regional Perspective

0016 – Yasar Jarrar & Mohamed Zairi
Best Practice Transfer for Future Competitiveness: A Study of Best Practices

0015 – Mike Tayles & Colin Drury
Cost Systems and Profitability Analysis in UK Companies: Selected Survey Findings

0014 – B Myloni & A Harzing

0013 – (not available)

0012 – Nick J Freeman
Asian Investment Area: Progress and Challenges

0011 – Arvid Flagstad & Christine A Hope
A Model of Strategic Success in Winter Sports Destinations: the Strategic Performance Pyramid

0010 – M Poon, R Pike & D Tjosvold
Budget Participation, Goal Interdependence and Controversy: A Study of a Chinese Public Utility

0009 – Patricia C Fox, John M T Balmer & Alan Wilson
Applying the Acid Test of Corporate Identity Management

0008 – N Y Ashry & W A Taylor
Information Systems Requirements Analysis in Healthcare: Diffusion or Translation?

0007 – T Lindley, D O’Reilly & T Casey
An Analysis of UK Television Advertisements for Alcohol

0006 – Eric Lindley & Frederick Wheeler
The Learning Square: Four Domains that Impact on Strategy

0005 – K K Lim, P K Ahmed & M Zairi
The Role of Sharing Knowledge in Management Initiatives

0004 – C De Mattos & S Sanderson
Expected Importance of Partners’ Contributions to Alliances in Emerging Economies: A Review

0003 – A Harzing
Acquisitions Versus Greenfield Investments: Both Sides of the Picture

0002 – Stuart Sanderson & Claudio De Mattos
Alliance Partners’ Expectations Concerning Potential Conflicts and Implications Relative to Trust Building

0001 – A Harzing
An Empirical Test and Extension of the Barthett & Ghoshal Typology of Multinational Companies

1999

9922 – Gerry Randelli & Maria del Pilar Rodriguez
Managerial Ethical Behaviour

9921 – N Y Ashry & W A Taylor
Requirements Analysis as Innovation Diffusion A Proposed Requirements Analysis Strategy for the Development of an Integrated Hospital Information Support System

9920 – C Hope
My Way’s ‘The Right Way’ Or, With Particular Reference to Teaching on Tourism Courses, is ‘Best Practice’ in Operations Management Dependent Upon National Culture?

9919 – A Harzing
Of Bumble-Bees and Spiders: The Role of Expatriates in Controlling Foreign Subsidiaries

9918 – N Y Ashry & W A Taylor
Who will take the Garbage Out? The Potential of Information Technology for Clinical Waste Management in the NHS
WORKING PAPER SERIES

9817 – D O'Reilly
Nice Video(?) Shame about the Scam. Paedagogical Rhetoric Meets Commercial Reality at Steve Leonard's

9816 – C Smallman
Knowledge Capture in Business Processes An Information-Based Perspective on

9815 – W A Taylor
Evaluation of Capital Budgeting Implementation on Real Options: A Multiple-Case Study of New Technology Investments

9814 – P S Budhwar, A Popof & D Pujari

9813 – R Beach, A P Muhlemann, D H R Price, A Paterson
R Beach, A P Muhlemann, D H R Price, A Paterson

9812 – M Webster & R Beach
R Webster & R Beach

9811 – M Woods, M Fedorkow amd M Smith
M Woods, M Fedorkow amd M Smith

9810 – D Ward
D Ward

9809 – S Cameron & D Ward
S Cameron & D Ward

9808 – M Klemm & J Rawel
M Klemm & J Rawel

9807 – S MacDougall & R Pike
S MacDougall & R Pike

9806 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9805 – C Pass, A Robinson & D Ward
C Pass, A Robinson & D Ward

9804 – C Singleton
C Singleton

9803 – P Eyre & C Smallman
P Eyre & C Smallman

9802 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9801 – S MacDougall & R Pike
S MacDougall & R Pike

9800 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9799 – R McClements & C Smallman
R McClements & C Smallman

9798 – C A Howorth
C A Howorth

9797 – M J S Harry
M J S Harry

9796 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9795 – W A Taylor

9794 – R Platt
R Platt

9793 – A Harzing
A Harzing

9792 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9791 – J F Keane
J F Keane

9790 – M J S Harry
M J S Harry

9789 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9788 – S MacDougall & R Pike
S MacDougall & R Pike

9787 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9786 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9785 – D O'Reilly
D O'Reilly

9784 – C Pass, A Robinson & D Ward
C Pass, A Robinson & D Ward

9783 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9782 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9781 – C De Mattos
C De Mattos

9780 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9779 – R McClements & C Smallman
R McClements & C Smallman

9778 – C Smallman & D Weir
C Smallman & D Weir

9777 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9776 – P Eyre & C Smallman
P Eyre & C Smallman

9775 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9774 – P Eyre & C Smallman
P Eyre & C Smallman

9773 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9772 – R Platt
R Platt

9771 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9770 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9769 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9768 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9767 – C Smallman & D Weir
C Smallman & D Weir

9766 – R McClements & C Smallman
R McClements & C Smallman

9765 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9764 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9763 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9762 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9761 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9760 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9759 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9758 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9757 – M J S Harry
M J S Harry

9756 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9755 – P Eyre & C Smallman
P Eyre & C Smallman

9754 – S Estin, V Perotin, A Robinson & N Wilson
S Estin, V Perotin, A Robinson & N Wilson

9753 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9752 – R Beach, A P Muhlemann, A Paterson, D H R Price and J A Sharp
R Beach, A P Muhlemann, A Paterson, D H R Price and J A Sharp

9751 – R Beach, A P Muhlemann, A Paterson, D H R Price and J A Sharp
R Beach, A P Muhlemann, A Paterson, D H R Price and J A Sharp

9750 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9749 – J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright
J Martin-Hirsch & G Wright

9748 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9747 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9746 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9745 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9744 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9743 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9742 – C Smallman
C Smallman

9741 – C Smallman
C Smallman
1993

9310 – R Butler, L Davies, R Pike & J Sharp
Effective Investment Decision-Making: The Concept and its
Determinants no longer available

9309 – A Muhlemann, D Price, M Afferson & J Sharp
Manufacturing Information Systems as a Means for Improving
the Quality of Production Management Decisions in Smaller
Manufacturing Enterprises

9308 – F P Wheeler, R J Thomas & S H Chang
Towards Effective Executive Information Systems

9307 – F P Wheeler, S H Chang & R J Thomas
The Transition from an Executive Information System to Everyone’s
Information System: Lessons from a Case Study

9306 – S H Chang, F P Wheeler & R J Thomas
Modelling Executive Information Needs

9305 – S. Braga Rodrigues & D Hickson
Success in Decision Making: Different Organisations,
Differing Reasons for Success.

9304 – R J Butler, R S Turner, P D Coates, R H Pike & D H R Price
Ideology, Technology and Effectiveness

9303 – R J Butler, R S Turner, P D Coates, R H Pike & D H R Price
Strategy, Structure and Technology

9302 – R J Butler, R S Turner, P D Coates, R H Pike & D H R Price
Competitive Strategies and New Technology

9301 – R J Butler, R S Turner, P D Coates, R H Pike & D H R Price
Investing in New Technology for Competitive Advantage

Copies of the above papers can be obtained by contacting the Research
Programme Administrative Secretary at the address below:

Bradford University School of Management
Emm Lane
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD9 4JL

Tel: ++44 (01)1274 234323 (mornings only)
Fax: ++44 (01)1274 546866